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Electron beam (EB) remelting is a widespread purification technique for the reactive
metals such as titanium. A solid metal bar is pushed into the EB furnace under a vacuum,
a tip of the bar is heated with the electron beam, upon reaching liquid state metal starts
flowing into the water-cooled cylindrical crucible. As the ingot grows inside the crucible
it is pulled down. To control solidification, top surface of the ingot is heated with the
electron beam.

To model the process one needs to address momentum and energy transfer along with a
phase change inside the ingot; energy loss through the radiation from the free surfaces
and through the crucible cooling circuit; the electron beam energy deposition; the ingot
growth due to matter addition at the top surface. As the cooling circuit and the load
matter addition both are highly asymmetric, 3D modeling is necessary to obtain exact
results.

Numerical model of the electron beam melting [1] has been adapted for the case of dynamic
mesh. Simulation results obtained with the new solver were compared with 2D simulations
at industrial scale [2] as well as with drip melting experiments performed in the laboratory
scale EB furnace at IJL. Comparison has shown that new solver satisfactory describe the
process at hand. Further development includes addition of mass transfer, extension of the
library of heat loss and load models.
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